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Abstract
The digital simulation process has actively joined the representation phase of projects,
becoming an integral and essential part for the complete understanding of an architectural
object.
It is interesting to notice how the CGI – Computer Generated Imagery –, which is the process
of producing images with the help of specialized software, does not deviate much from the
production stages involved in the film making industry. This argument is supported by the fact
that currently the major international film productions share much information with the digital
world since generated almost entirely in virtual space and whose vision on screen is
permitted only through the use of appropriate eyewear, which restore the sharpness of the
objects that appear to float in real space.
Moreover, to support this thesis, it is proposed in this article that the work carried out and
developed on the Church of San Francesco of Padua, whose purpose is the study of the
surfaces that form the vaulting system.

1 Introduction
The simulation process of real time space has become
an integrated phase of projects, put into practice by the
designers for the production of architectural or industrial
objects, not only to achieve a chromatic and material
emulation of the object, observing the composition of the
material subject to natural or artificial light, but also to
comprehend the composition of geometric space in a
more appropriate way, contextualizing and making the
object participant of certain existing problems locally
present. This practice, strenuously tests the patience of
the executors who deftly juggle with a process which
unfortunately necessitates the expenditure of much time
and energy.

The procedure is similar to the realization of short and
full length films, based on, as it happens in the film
making industry, processes regarding the phases of preproduction, production and post-production of the images
and film itself : this thesis is supported by the fact that at
the present time, the majority of international film
productions share information with the digital world which
generate nearly entirely in virtual space, whose vision on
screen is permitted only through the use of appropriate
eyewear which restore the sharpness of the objects that
appear to float in real space (figs. 1-3).

Fig. 1 This scene is from the movie Nuovo Cinema Paradiso

Fig. 2 James Cameron in front of the mixer recording of the

by Giuseppe Tornatore, 1988.

film Avatar, a 3D animation master work, 2009.
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adjusting the contrast and brightness or simply by using
the technique of inserting photos to contextualize the
virtual object in the real landscape [1].

1.1

The church of San Francesco in Padova

The study of the origin of the vaulting system
configuration of the church of San Francesco in Padova is
part of a much larger research program, established by
the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Padova,
entitled From the representation to the
hyperrepresentation of the Museum of Architecture and the
City1.

Fig. 3 The audience with special glasses look at the film
created by the 3d animation techniques.

As we know, in the film industry the above mentioned
phases relate to the three stages by which the film, from
its embryonic phase, is developed then produced and
finally distributed in major cinemas. Moreover the preproduction stage - perhaps the most important step of the
entire production - coincides with the time at which the
storyboard of the film is set: in addition to the script
created by the director it is at this precise moment that the
participating actors are called upon to audition, the sets
are designed and built and the costumes are chosen to
suit the films representation. The production phase
determines the time at which all decisions made during
the pre-production are collected and assembled: finally,
the assistant director may start shooting and repeats the
now famous ‘Action’; the scenes are filmed following the
directions suggested in the storyboard and the actors
perform their part as expected. The last phase, which is
inherent to the post-production or editing, consists of the
assembling of the footage so that it can be produced and
distributed: it is at this precise moment that the necessary
cuts to the scenes can be made by adding some special
effects, achieved with the aid of computerized systems,
and background music to emotionally engage the viewer.
An almost identical system is applicable to the CGI computer-generated imagery – image generation process
through the use of specific software meant for the
creation of images that simulate, in an almost obsessive
way, the pattern of light and real materials.
As it happens in the cinema industry, this practice needs
a procedure, which includes the phases of pre-and postproduction. During the process of CGI pre-production the
designer offers a kind of storyboard in which the
expression of the artistic concept is easily recognizable
through the production of sketches first and then the
realization of a real digital clone in which are noted and
collected all the information that facilitate the development
of the next step concerning the production of data, thus
reducing considerably the processing times and,
consequently, lowering the use of the computer.
Whilst the film production begins when they start
shooting, the CGI starts when the textures associated
with the materials are applied to the model and, after
being subjected to the lights and choosing the most
appropriate views, it can finally be rendered.
The post-production in the CGI project is very similar to
the last phase implemented in the film production: in this
case it is also possible to act directly on the colors by
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

Fig. 4 Plan of the city of Padova by Valle, 1784.

A long and careful pre-production phase characterizes
the first part of the research – The church of San
Francesco
in
Padua:
genesis,
geometry
and
configuration2 – organized according to an index that
takes into account set rules to best achieve the academic
research: a careful historical analysis has allowed us to
trace the three stages of construction on the Franciscan

1

The research program entitled From the representation to the
hyper-representation of the Museum of the Architecture and the
City is connected to DAUR-Architectural, Urbanistic and Survey
Department, whose scientific manager is the professor L. Bifulco.
This research is involved on the study of some of the most
important historical and architectural places of the city, creating
an interactive data base, organized following the website
structure where the user obtains easily every kind of information
about the object.
2
The research, entitled The church of San Francesco in Padova:
genesis, geometry and configuration (scientific manager: prof. A.
Giordano) and conducted with the DAUR- Architectural,
Urbanistic and Survey Department, suggests to create a digital
clone that can be easily interrogated and that can answer to
some configurative characteristics of the real building, simulating,
through the compositive process, the geometric genesis of the
voulted system.
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site, comparing the sources and discovering the few
surviving historic original surveys (Figs. 4-5).
But the part that required the most energy, was
definitely the survey carried out in situ of the religious
building: the mapping of the San Francesco church meets
the traditional techniques of direct metric survey[2].

the CAD file becomes, as they increase the size of the
file.

Fig. 5 Complex plan including the Church, the monastery
and the Franciscan hospital of the 1800 ca.

The planimetric reconstruction and elevation drawings
are the basic starting point to produce the digital model,
built on a reduced scale, of course, capable of emulating
the actual behavior of the architectural object in its spacemetric configuration (Fig. 6).
The creation of this model utilizes the skills learnt
through the thorough study of Geometry which has
always been an essential tool not only for the prefiguration (representation) of the project, but also an aid in
the conformation of the true size and shape of the
building elements. This model aims to highlight, in
particular, the iteration of the configurative elements with
the structure of the church itself and its evolution and to
investigate the close relationship that exists between
architecture and geometry, emphasizing the ability to
bring to light what and how many are the possible effects
on the building. That is why we can not ignore the need to
turn our attention to a reinterpretation of the connotation
of the surrounding space by studying the incorporation of
the church concerned in the urban environment.
The 3D solid model - which we must remember is the
mathematical representation of any three-dimensional
object - contained in the virtual space, presents some
objective difficulties in its implementation because it
consists of some complex surfaces that describe both the
vaulting system and the decoration of the church :
ornamental elements such as niches, altars, frames, and
especially the architectural order that characterizes the
interior of the building, required special attention, often
opting for a discretion of the elements that has
significantly reduced the processing time of the model.
These areas, consisting of a dense polygonal mesh,
develop in space, adapting to contours: the size of the
polygonal mesh is fixed by some parameters that
determine the distribution of contours along the X and Y
axis. Yet it must be remembered that the size of this
mesh has to be calibrated taking into account that the
greater the number of mesh used, the less manageable
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

Fig. 6 Planimetric survey of the San Francesco’s church.

Finally, we remember that through the reverse process
you can get more graphs that give information on new
horizontal or vertical sections received directly from the
digital reconstruction.
The production of the virtual clone (Figs. 7-10), thus
obtained with the aid of CAD – Computer-Aided Design –
has become a vital instrument for controlling shape and
size as well as being a fundamental and indispensable
object for the implementation of the next phase of the
production of images.
Once the model has been completed, we can finally
begin the CGI process of image production – computergenerated imagery – which is an application in the field of
3D computer graphics, yielding special effects in movies,
on television, in commercials and gaming simulation[3]3.
A computer generated image is an image that originated
from a CAD file – a program that works through the use of
mathematical algorithms that produce vector images:
each point in the virtual space is identified by its
coordinates associated with the corresponding reference
system (UCS) –, is converted by means of a sophisticated
software that by manipulating the light and shadows and
their reflection and refraction in contact with objects,
produces a photorealistic image. The result is similar to
what you can achieve with an ordinary camera: in this
case an image, no longer vectorial but transformed into
pixels.

3

This definition is from Wikipedia website.
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Fig. 7 Digital model of the San Francesco’s church.

you want to highlight of the object, and the choice of
displaying it in a variety of colors and materials[4]4.
In this particular case, the chosen views prefer a
parallel projection thus obtaining an isometric type of view
that points to a vision of the conformation of space, rather
than the central projections which instead seek to provide
more information about the internal environment of the
architectural object (Figs. 11-12).
The building is represented in the abstract by omitting
all the information about the texture and materials. The
choice of lights utilized, either ambient or diffused, aspire
to make a simulation of a physical model, however,
renouncing the view of the behavior of the shadows they
produce.

2 Conclusion

Fig. 8 Digital model: longitudinal section along the nave of

The phase of the post-production will be used to
summarize what has been produced within the academic
environment. Contrary to what occurs in the film industry,
in this case, the post-production does not require any
special assistance on the images or potential video editing
, but instead coincides with the collection of all data
produced and utilized to describe the academic research,
primarily becoming iconographic supporting material in a
publication (still in press), whose title refers to the
research title, and then in the interactive CD which is
devoted to descriptions of other monuments of Padua
included in the program Museum Architecture and the
City, already mentioned at the beginning of this
paragraph.

the church.

Fig. 9 Digital model: longitudinal section that picks out the
Fig. 11 Axonometric image of the San Francesco’s church.

volte system of the church.
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Fig. 12 Exploded axonometric view of the San Francesco’s church in Padua.
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